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Max Sleep Sofa with Hydraulic Lift Center Table [Patent-Pending] & Dual Leg Supports » MM1878UFJ.



The Knú Feel of Comfort

More than the repose offered by a soft place to rest, 
Comfort can take meaning in every aspect of our 
world. It is a force to heal a troubled body, mind,  
and soul. And it is our passion.
Comfort is designed and built into everything that comes 
out of our doors. It’s the foundation of what we strive 
to create, and what we offer to those who most need it. 
Our ethos. From the initial spark that flashes through the 
mind of one of our dedicated engineers to the first time a 
new design leaves any one of our manufacturing facilities, 
Comfort is the guiding light that carries us through every 
step of the way.

With the arrival of a new day comes the onset of fresh 
challenges, innovative ideas, and previously unconsidered 
needs. This showcase of our newly released offerings 
combines a few strategically improved redesigns of some 
of our most popular seating options, along with brand new 
products that offer functionality to expand the capabilities 
of our patient room collections.

Our Kadia Mod Visitor Seating brings a modern, 
architectural design to our public area collections, with 
the addition of molded seat foam to bring new dimensions 
of Comfort. The three position Kure Recliner has been 
modified to provide a more comfortable experience and 
mobility. We’ve also added a tapered wood leg option to 

our Kascade Lounge family, which adds a modern flair to 
one of our more popular lounge series. Lastly our Max 
Sleep Sofa Collection has added another highly functional 
configuration, a hydraulic lifting table in the center for 
dining, games, or any other need.

Culminating years of development, we are excited to 
release our Lift Exam Series of Recliners, available in both 
manual and power variations. While our recliner category 
has always been second to none in the availability of 
options to suit a vast spectrum of healthcare needs, the 
addition of the ability to raise a patient to exam height 
for treatment or examination makes our offering more 
versatile than ever. In a setting where space comes at 
a premium, the ability for one product to be used as a 
recliner, a sleep space with true flatbed recline, or an exam 
table at the press of a pedal makes it a choice of true value.

As we look onward, we hope you are able to see and feel 
the Comfort engineered into every product being offered, 
and you are able to experience the performance and 
durability that are foundational to what we make and who 
we are.
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Kascade Lounge » KAS10AWTL.



Hydraulic Lift Exam Recliner/Rema Style » RC7H62J.Hydraulic Lift Exam Recliner/Rema Style » R7H62J.
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Hydraulic Lift Exam Recliner

The Hydraulic Lift Exam Recliner allows the 
caregiver to intuitively raise and lower the recliner 
from seated height, to exam height, and stop 
anywhere in between, while allowing the patient to 
operate the recliner manually. It comes standard 
with many important features, and is offered with 
extensive option combinations to provide the 
end user a chance to specify the perfect product 
for their application. Shown here is the Hydraulic 
Foot Pedal which is standard on each side of the 
recliner. There is a ballistic nylon material sewn 
into the bottom of the arm panel to help protect 
the chair material from extensive usage of the lift, 
Trendelenburg, or Quad Locking Caster pedals.

The Quad Locking Caster System is an important 
feature on a Lift Exam Recliner to provide stability 
when raising a patient up for examination, and is 
a standard option on all of our Lift Exam Recliners. 
The Quad Locking Caster System features 3” dual 
wheel rubber casters, which provide ultimate 
traction and stability. The Quad Locking Foot Pedal 
shown in the above image is standard on both sides 
of the recliner, in the front for easy access to lock all 
wheels with one action. 
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Hydraulic Lift Exam Recliner/Rema Style » R7H67RU.

Hydraulic Pedal (Left Side Facing) & Ballistic Nylon Protection Quad Locking Foot Pedal & 3” Dual Wheel Caster
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Power Lift Exam Recliner/Rema Style » RC7P67RU.Power Lift Exam Recliner/Rema Style » R7P67RU.



The Power Lift Exam Recliner offers the same 
patient lifting functionality of the Hydraulic model, 
with the addition of the Power Motor and Foot 
Pedal Activation in lieu of the Hydraulic Pedal 
for a smooth and seamless travel range. It also 
comes standard with all the feature and option 
combinations as our Hydraulic Lift Exam Recliner. 
The Power Lift Exam Recliner is well suited for 
Hybrid Exam/Triage/Isolation Room applications 
where you can get all the functionality of an exam 
table, while taking up less space and providing 
recliner functionality when an Exam Table 
Treatment position is not needed.

The Power Exam Lift Activation Pedal is marked 
with a “+” and a “-” which will raise and lower the 
recliner when activated by stepping on the pedal. 
The Activation Pedals are located on both sides of 
the recliner. The Power Lift Motor features an anti-
crush emergency stop, which will halt the motor if 
an object comes in contact with the chair while it is 
being lowered back down. The Power Exam Recliner 
also features an auto-off cycle function, to protect 
the motor.

Power Lift Exam Recliner Power Exam Lift  
Activation Pedal
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Power Lift Exam Recliner/Rema Style » R7P18J.

Standard Trendelenberg Pedal Power Lift Exam Activation Pedal
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Kure Recliner » K0017W. K-Series Square End Table » KT6E2420B3.



350 Series Kure Recliner K0017
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Kure Recliner » K0017F.

The re-imagined Kure Recliner has been enhanced 
and upgraded from the original. The revised 
seat position makes this product extremely 
comfortable. The three position mechanism that 
is incorporated in the design allows it to be a 
very versatile “controlled environment” recliner, 
suitable for wellness rooms, doctors lounges, office 
lounges, corporate waiting rooms, conference pods, 
residence halls, and hospitality. The Kure is offered 
with wood legs, metal legs, or the locking caster 
option which provides mobility as well as stability.

The Kure comes standard with wood legs and 
upholstered arms. You can enhance the product 
durability and aesthetic by adding urethane arm caps 
(shown above), which come in four different urethane 
colors: Taupe, Titanium, Carbon, and Black. You can 
enhance even more by moving to Solid Surface Corian 
Arm Caps if desired. There is a flip up side tray option 
available on this model as well. 

These features and options make this an excellent 
choice for a client while providing comfort and 
durability for years to come.

3” Dual Wheel Caster Taupe

Black

Titanium

Carbon
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Max Sleep Sofa with Hydraulic Lift Center Table [Patent-Pending] & Dual Leg Supports » MM1878UFJ.Koncert Table » KOT24R. Kadia Mod Visitor » KAM10HJ.



Max Sleepers

The Max Series of Sleep Sofas has continued to be one of 
our fastest growing categories in terms of sales, models, 
and product enhancements. It is called Max, because it 
“maximizes” the user experience by providing multiple ways 
to utilize this product while never growing or expanding from 
its original footprint. The patent-pending Max Sleep Sofa 
with Hydraulic Lift Center Table allows users to sit and have 
an end table surface at the seated height, and if extended up, 
users’ legs can fit underneath the table and it can be used as 
a dining surface, working surface, or to simply enjoy a game 
of cards with friends or relatives.

The Max Series of Sleep Sofas has many different options 
to choose from to enhance the performance and comfort of 
the product, from leg rest extensions and locking casters, to 
power modules and surface materials.
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Max Sleep Sofa with Hydraulic Lift Center Table [Patent-Pending] » MW1478UFF.

3” Dual Wheel Caster
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Kadia Mod Visitor » KAM10U. Kadia Mod Bariatric Visitor » KAM10BU.
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Kadia Mod

The re-imagined Kadia Mod has been engineered with 
clean lines, refreshing comfort, enhanced performance, 
and lifetime durability that you have come to expect from 
Knú Comfort®. The Kadia Mod Series features a molded 
foam seat which allows for exceptional comfort coupled 
with consistency in look and feel from one seat to the next 
in a public area setting. The Kadia Mod has a passive flex 
back integrated into the design, which allows for a slightly 
noticeable minor flexing of the back, which again provides 
added comfort as a standard. The Kadia Mod Series is a full 
family of products that has an integrated “wall saver” leg 
design, adjustable leveling glides, three standard powder 
coat frame colors, and unlimited color options available 
upon request. Urethane and Solid Surface Arm Cap options 
are available, as well as replaceable components should an 
update or reconfiguration be needed in the future. K-Series Square End Table »  KOT2020.Kadia Mod Visitor » KAM10J. Kadia Mod 2 Seat Visitor » KAM20IJ.Kadia Mod 3 Seat Visitor » KAM30IBCJ.
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Recliner Builder Sleeper Builder

Visit getknu.com to learn more.

Weight Capacity: Select One Style: Select One

Leg Support Mechanism: Select One

Leg Rest Style: Select One

Infinite Postion Back: Select One

Arm Function: Select One

Arm Side: Select One

Available 
Options: 
Select All 
That Apply

Caster: Select One

Back Style: Select One Leg Options: Select One

Arm Options: Select One

Arm Cap Style:

Arm Cap Options: Select One

Arm Width: Select One

Seat Width: Select One

 650 lbs (Standard)

Inside Seat Width: 24” or 22”
Inside Seat Depth: 21”
Seat Height: 21.5”

 750 lbs (Bariatric)

Inside Seat Width: 29”
Inside Seat Depth: 21”
Seat Height: 21.5”

 Upholstered Front

 Thermofoil Front

 Upholstered Front with Drawer

 Thermofoil Front with Drawer

 Upholstered Front with Fixed Center Table

 Thermofoil Front with Fixed Center Table

 Thermofoil Front with Hydraulic Lift Table

 Upholstered Front with Hydraulic Lift Table

 Upholstered Front with Dual Recliner Kick-outs

 Thermofoil Front with Dual Recliner Kick-outs

  Upholstered Center Panel, Dual Recliner  
Kick-outs, Fixed Center Table

  Thermofoil Center Panel, Dual Recliner  
Kick-outs, Fixed Center Table

  Upholstered Front with Hydraulic Lift Table and 
Dual Recliner Kick-outs

 Standard Breakaway  Locking Orthopedic

 Chaise  Non-Chaise

 Locking Back  Non-Locking Back

 Fully Upholstered  Wood

 Urethane

  Corian® Solid Surface 
*Other Solid Surface options 
available. Call for quote.

  4” 2-Caster Lock  
& Steer (S4)

Side Tray Table 
(TSL1/TSR1)

Folding Side Tray 
Table (FST)

Foley Bag Holder 
(FBH)

Padded Side Tray 
Table (PLFST)

Wrist Restraint 
(WR)

Adjustable Headrest 
Pillow (AHP)

Trendelenburg 
(TE)

IV Pole (IV/DP) QR Bracket (QR) Monitor/Tablet 
(MTL)

Heat + Massage 
(H/HM)

Hospital Grade 
Power (USB)

Heat + Massage 
Wand (HW/HMW)

Foot Tray (FT)

  Removable Arm   Fold Down Arm

  Dual Sides   Right Side   Left Side

  4” Central Caster 
Lock & Steer (Q4)

  3” Dual Wheel  
Central Locking (Q3)

  Standard 4” 3-Swivel  
& 1-Rigid

  5” Central Caster 
Lock & Steer (Q5)

 Standard  Narrow

 22”  24”  29”

 EV

  Wood Leg 
(Standard)

  No Arm   3” Arm   5” Square Arm

  Caster Lock and Steer 
*Not available on Sleepers with open centers or a kick-out.

  Standard 78” Inside Seat Width

  EV, Rêma, 
Koncert

 Rêma

  3” Swivel  
Locking Casters

 Koncert

 Metal Legs

Arm Style: Select One

Seat Width Style: Select One

  Fully Upholstered (Standard)

  Thermofoil Arm Caps

  Urethane Arm Caps

  70” Inside Seat Width 
*Available in select models.

  Solid Surface Arm Caps
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*Add seat and arm width 
to get overall width.
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Mailing Address
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